CONTROL BOX PROGRAMMING

MQ PART# 517648A

When installing a replacement control box it may be necessary to re-program the model configuration to match your unit.

- **LS300** (serial 110910 and below) with (Parker Pac 65 hydraulic pump)
- **LS300A** (serial 111001 and above) with (Parker P175 hydraulic pump)
- **LS40TD**
- **LS400**
- **LS50TD**
- **LS500**
- **LS60TD**
- **LS600** with (Deutz engine)
- **LS600B** with (Perkins engine)

You also may choose to change the language displayed on the control box digital screen.

**NOTE:** Control boxes come pre-programmed from the factory and configured to model LS300.

**LANGUAGE SELECTION ENGLISH OR SPANISH**

Refer to illustration on pg. 2 to identify control box switches

1. Turn the IGNITION switch to the ON position, (Do not start engine).
2. Place the FLOW DIRECTION switch to **reverse**.
3. Place the AUTOMATIC / JOG switch to **jog**.
4. Place the CONTROL switch to **remote**.
5. Manually hold the CYLINDER STROKE switch to the jog B position, while holding on jog B, toggle the RESET switch down five times. On the fifth time the digital screen will display the current set language, the sixth time will change language.
6. Once a language choice has been selected, place the CONTROL switch in the center off position.
7. Turn the IGNITION switch to OFF then ON again to memorize final configuration.
1. Turn the IGNITION switch to the ON position, (Do not start engine).
2. Place the FLOW DIRECTION switch to reverse.
3. Place the AUTOMATIC / JOG switch to jog.
4. Place the CONTROL switch to remote.
5. Manually hold the CYLINDER STROKE switch to the jog B position, while holding on jog B, toggle the RESET switch down five times, after the fifth time move the CYLINDER STROKE switch to the jog A position, while holding on jog A, toggle the RESET switch down to the desired model.
6. Once a model has been selected, place the CONTROL switch in the center off position.
7. Turn the IGNITION switch to OFF then ON again to memorize final configuration.